
BEFORE THE ADDL. MEMBER - 2, MOTOR
ACCIDENT CLAIMS TRIBUNAL : TINSUKIA : ASSAM

District: llnsukia

Present: Sri J.K Das, AIS,
Addl. Member - 2,
Motor Accident Claims Tribunal,
Tnsukia

M.A.C.T. Case No. 53 of 2015

t; Sri Suresh Proja( aged 43 years),
S/o. Late Bulan Proja,
R/o. Samdang Tea Estate, (Natun Line),
P.O. Hansara, P.S. Doomdooma,
District: Tinsukia, Assam.

2) Smt. Gulmoti Proja(aged 40 years),
Wo. Sri Suresh Proja,
R/o. Samdang Tea Estate, (Natun Line),
P.O. Hansara, P.S. Doomdooma,
District: Tinsukia, Assam.

Claimants

-Vs-

1. Sri Partha Pratim Gogoi,
S/o. SriJadu Gogoi,
R/o. Dholla Bor Mura Gaon,
P.O. Dholla, District: Tinsukia, Assam.

(Driver of the (Majic) bearing registration no. AS-23/G-2531).

2. Sri Jayanta Lahon,
S/o. Late Bishitra Lahon,
R/o. Rupai Topubon,
P.S. Doomdooma,
District: Tinsukia, Assam.

(Owner of the (Majic) bearing registration no. AS-23/G-2531).
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3. United India Insurance Company Ltd. Tinsukia,
Being represented by Senior Divisional Manager,
llnsukia Division, Rangagora Road,
P.O., P.S. & District - l'lnsukia (Assam)

(Insurer of the (Majic) bearing registration no.
AS-23/G-2531).Vide Policy No. 1303053113,
P.I - 04562989 vatid upto 22-10-2014.

.Opposite Parties.

Ao red:

Sri A. Handique
Advocate...... ....For the O.P. No.1

Sri P.P. Kotoki

Advocate......... For the O.P. No. 2.

Sri A.K Karmakar,

Advocate....... ..For the O.P. No. 3.

Date of Argument: 05.08.2022

Date of Judgment: 25.O8.2022

JUDG MENT

This is an application u/s.166 of the Motor

Vehicles Act (M.V. Act in short), filed by the claimants

namely, Sri Suresh Proja and Smt. Gulmoti Proja

claiming compensation, amounting to Rs. 10,00,200/-
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Advocate....... ...For the Claimants.
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for death of their daughter, Lt. Sangita Proja @ Bironi

Proja in a motor vehicle accident.

The brief fact of the case, is that on 02.10.20t4

in between 9:30 to 10 PM deceased Sangita proja @

Bironi Proja alongwith one Smt. Monika Kerketa

were returning from Doomdooma after seeing

'Durga Puja' in a Magic vehicle bearing registration

no. AS-23-G/2531 driven by Sri Partha Pratim Gogoi

but while the deceased asked the driver to stop

the vehicle at Hansara, he instead of stopping the

vehicle, enhanced the speed of the vehicle with

intention to kidnap and also to outrage the

modesty of deceased Sangita Proja @ Bironi Proja

and Smt. Monika Kerketa. Having guessed the ill

motive of the driver, deceased Sangita Proja @

Bironi Proja and Smt. Monika Kerketa started to

shout and engaged in scuffle with the driver and

the handyman of the vehicle and at last deceased

Sangita Proja@ Bironi Proja fell out of the said

vehicle and sustained severe injuries on her person.

She was immediately taken to LGB Civil Hospital,

Tinsukia wherein she succumbed to her injuries.

It is also stated in the claim petition that the

accident took place due to rashness and negligent

driving of the driver with an intention of outraging

the modesty of the deceased girl by the driver of

the Magic. That the deceased was the only

3
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After the accident a case being Doomdooma

P.S. Case No. 49412014, UlS. t208129412791304(A)l

366l5ltl34I.P.C was registered. Hence, the claimants

have filed this case claiming compensation.

The claimant no. 1 filed this claim petition

for award of an amount of Rs. 10,00,200/- as

compensation for death of his deceased daughter in

a motor accident on the following heads :

COMPUTATION OF COMPENSATION

5

1 Loss of the claimants on the death of the
deceased daughter

Rs. 9,00,000.00

2 Funeral expenses Rs. 10,000.00

3 Loss of Income (@ 3350/- P.M employer certificate) Rs. 40,200.00 (P.A)

4 Expenses at the time of accident, arrangement
for Medical treatment

5 Mental agony by claimants Rs. 45,000.00

Total ---------------- Rs. 10,00,200.00
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daughter of their parents and was the sole

earning member of the family, who by doing daily

household works as Maid servant, was looking after

and taking care of her parents, as such, the

unfortunate premature death of the deceased, the

claimants have suffered mental agony and

irreparable loss in their life and as such the

claimants have filed this petition for awarding

compensation on account of the death of

deceased Sangita Proja @ BironiProja.

l

Rs. 5,000.00
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(RUPEES TEN LAKHS TWO HUNDRED ) ONLY.

On receipt of notice of the instant case, all the

opposite parties contested the case by filing their

written statements separately.

It is stated by the Answering Opp. party,

No.l(driver of the vehicle) that he has denied all

the averments and assettions made in the claim

petition. The AnswerinS Opp. Party, No.1 begs to
state that the statements made in para !,2,3, 4, 5,

6 7, 8, 9, t0, tl,l2,L3,rg,tg,20,2L, 22 and 23 by

the claimants are vague and has no any

transparency in present address shown in the

claim petition. The statements made in para 23 of

the claim petiUon is hereby specifically denied by

the answerinS Opp. Pafi no. 1 (i.e the driver of

the vehicle) and states that there was no any

rashness and/or negligence on the part of the

driver of vehicle (Magic) bearing Registration no.

AS-23-G-2531 at the relevant time of accident.

The driver of the vehicle was in normal speed

and going with his laMul side of the road and

the driver was also a qualified one. The driver of

the vehicle was not responsible for the accident.

The answering further stated that there was no

scuffle took place between the Opposite Party no.

1 and the deceased or other co-passenger as

claimed by the claimants, the Opposite Party no.

h$.s'
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1 admitted that a case has been registered

against him and now this case is pending. It is

not admitted that the Claimant had monthly income

of Rs. 3,350/-. Per month. The claimants are put

to strictest proof thereof. That the claimants have

made a huge claim of Rs. 10,00,000/- without any

basis. The said claim is exorbitantly high and

arbitrary. That the vehicle of the Opp. pafi No. 1

bearing Registration no. AS-23-G-2531(Magic) is

duly insured with The United India Insurance

Company Ltd. Tlnsukia being represented by its

Senior Divisional Manager, llnsukia Divislon,

Rangagora Road, P,o., P.S and District - Tinsukia,

Assam vide policy no. 1303053113 valid upto

midnight of 22.t0.2014. The Opp. Pafi no. 1 atso

states that the vehicle having valid Registration

Certificate and valid Insurance Policy as well as

the driver of the vehicle (i.e Sri Partha Pratim

Gogoi) is also having valid driving license being

Driving Licence NO. DVl70l7lW09 issued by

District Transport Officer, Roing, State - Arunachal

Pradesh valid from 08.12.2009 to 07.12.2017. The

Opposite Party no. 1 stated that he was employed

by the employer/owner of the vehicle to run the

aforesaid vehicle on salary basis, and as such the

owner of the vehicle or the Insurer company of

the vehicle is responsible to pay the

compensation to the claimants if any and he is

\$.^s
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not responsible to pay any compensation

claimants. Hence, the claim is liable

dismissed.

to the

to be

8 It is stated by the Answering Opp. party, No.2

(owner of the vehicle) that there is no cause of

action against the answering Opp. pafi No. 2

under the provision of the Motor Vehicle Ad,

1988 and Rules framed there under. The claim is

false, frivolous and speculative and the claimants

have filed this case for gain and hence claimants

are not entitled to get any relief whatsoever and

the claim petition is liable to be dismissed

forthwith.

The Answering Opp. Pafi, No.3 (the Insurer

of the vehicle) has stated that the claim petition

is not maintainable in law as in facts. That the

claim petition is liable to be rejected for

suppression of material facts and particulars. The

claimants are not entitled to claim any amount of

compensation from the answering Opposite Party

No. 3, Insurance Company and the answering

Opposite Pafi has no liability to pay any amount

of compensation to the Claimants for the alleged

accident-in-question and in view of the facts and

circumstances of the present case. The answering

Opposite Party does not admit the contents of

the Claim Petition as well as the statements

h.--$,:y"
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10. On the basis of the pleadings, following issues

were framed -

(i)

(ii)

Whether the claim petition is maintainable?

Whether the deceased Sangita Proja @ Bironi

Proja died in a motor accident on 02.10.2014,

as a result of rash and negligent driving of

the vehicle bearing registration no. AS-23-G-

2531(Magic)?

Whether the claimanG are entitled to get

compensation? If so, to what extent and from

whom?

(iii)

DECISION, D ISCUSSION AND REASON S THEREOF:

11. The claimants

Claimant no. 1 and 3.

examined two witnesses, i.e

The evidence on affidavit for

h' .'
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made in para 1 to 23. That the answering

Opposite Party does not admit the legal validity

of any of the documents filed with the Claim

Petition. The answering Opposite pafi No. 3 does

not admit the alleged acciden! cause of accident,

nature of accident, any type of injury of the

Claimant, involvement of Opposite pafty No. 3 as

Insurer, its liability to pay any compensation

whatsoever etc. and the Opposite party No. 3

submits that the Claim Petition be dismissed

against it summarily.
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t2.

CW.2 and CW.4 were submitted but their cross-

examination were closed. The O.P side have not

adduced evidence. I have heard the arguments of ld.

counsels of the parties at length and scrutinized the

materials available with the record.

The CW.1, Suresh Proja is the claimant no.1

and he has testified in his evidence on affidavit in a

similar and identical manner as that of the contents of

his claim petition, which is narrated above, and as

such, his evidence on affidavit is not repeated here for

sake of brevity. CW1 has exhibited the following

documents in course of hearing of the case.

(i) Ext. 1, Ceftified copy of FIR of

Doomdooma P.S case no.494120t4,

Ext. 2, Certified copy of Ejahar, of

Doomdooma P.S case no.494120L4,

Ext. 3, Certified copy of Forwarding,

Ext. 4, Form : 54 dated 04.LL.2014,

Ext. 5, Certificate regarding monthly

income of the deceased issued by

the employer,

Ext.6, Certified copy of Sessions case

no. 71(T)15 dated0610412015 to

20l0sl20Ls,

Ext. 7, Postmortem report dated 3011012014,

(vi)

(vii)

The CW.1 has claimed compensation of Rs.13.

hw$

(ii)

ffi
(iii)

(iv)

(v)
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10,00,200.00 for death of his deceased daughter in

a motor accident on the following heads :

l. lloss of the claimants on death of the I

ldeceased daughter !

z. I runerat-Eipen-ses-------------------l-
J.---LLoi!_9r__I!99!r9J_@_1119__P-.U_________L
4. I Expenses at the time of accident 

!

i
I
I
Ir
I
I
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I
L
I
I
f
I

Rs. 9,00,000.00

_ lp: _ _ _1pl0_0_0:q0_ _ _ _ _

_Bs:___49L2_0!:q0_(PjA)Rs. 5,000.00

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
{
I
I
I
J
I
I
I
I

74.

ent for Medical treatment I

-LIiM-'t--ental a Rs. 45 0.00
Total Rs, 19.0-0, 200.o0

(RUPEES TEN LAKHS TWO HUNDRED ) ONLY.

In cross-examination by O.P No. 3, the CWl

has testified that this claim petition has been filed

by himself and his wife Smt. Gulmoti Proja as

claimant no. 1 & 2. He has filed this claim petition

seeking compensation of Rs, 10,00,200/- against one

Sri Partha Pratim Gogoi, alleged driver of Tata

Magic vehicle bearing regn. no. AS-23-G-2531 and

its owner Sri Jayanta Lahon as well as against O,P

no. 3, United India Ins. Co. Ltd., alleged insurer of

the said Tata Magic vehicle. To prove his case, he

has filed ceftified copy of FIR; Ejahar; Form 54;

Post Moftem Report and certified copy of one

order dated 06.04.15 of Session Case no.

71(T)/2015 etc. But he has not filed certain

relevant documents viz. Driving Licence of driver,

Route permit and Fitness certificate of the Tata

Magic vehicle, R.C Book, M.V.I Report of the Magic

vehicle as well as Insurance Poliry copy. He has not

,i-t.i.'i. i.}l'.y;lF*
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prayed before the Courtllribunal to call for the D/L

copy, Route permit copy, Fitness certificate copy,

R.C Book copy, M.V.I report copy etc. from the

concerned offices as well as the O/o, D.TO. He

has come to know about the name and address of

driver Sri Partha Pratim Gogoi and owner Sri

layanta Lahon of the Tata Magic vehicle from

Exhibited document no. 4 (Form 54). In Form 54,

the name of deceased is also shown as Sngeeta

Proja @ Bironi Proja who was his daughter. After

the incident, Doomdooma police station registered a

case being DMA P.S case no. 494114 corresponding

to G.R case no. 1952120t4 against both the owner

and driver of the vehicle U/s. 120(8) 13661 stLl
2791294/304(A)134 of IPC, The said case has been

charge-sheeted and in this regard Ext. 6, i.e order

dated 06.04.15 of Sessions Judge, Tlnsukia is

relevant. By that order the said G.R case was

committed to this Courtflribunal for trial. The said

Sessions case is pending for disposal in the

Court. At the time of daughter was 20 years old

and she was working as maid servant in the

house of one person, Mr. Khemka at Hansara under

Doomdooma P.S. The driver of the said vehicle

accused, Partha Prathim Gogoi kidnapped his

daughter on 02.10.14 at about 9:30 P,M and she

was molested and her modesty was outraged by

the said driver in the Tata Magic vehicle in which
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she was travelling. In fact, she was returning

home in the said vehicle after enjoying Durga

Puja at Doomdooma and her friend Monika Kerketa

was also travelling in the same vehicle. His

daughter was thrown from the vehicle by the

driver, Partha Prathim Gogoi when she tried to save

her from the molestation in the running vehicle by

the said driver. His daughter was seriously injured

in the said accident, was taken to nearest

hospital, but she died. In the act of sexual assault

and kidnapping of his daughter the handyman of

the said vehicle was also involved alongwith the

driver. The Tata Magic vehicle was not engaged with

any other vehicle in the whole incident of murder

and kidnapping of his daughter. He demand and

pray that the culprits of the said incident should

be punished by Court. His daughter died at the

age of 20 years for the criminal acts of the said

driver and handyman. The absence of his daughter

cannot be compensated by monetary compensation.

The murder of her daughter is a shocking incident

of his life. He does not know if the accused/driver,

O.P no. 1 and owner, O.P No. 2 was/were not

having valid driving license and route permit to run

the Tata Magic vehicle in question in public road.

15. He denies the suggestion that although

he has claimed compensation from three Opposite

\ss
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Parties including Insurance Company, he is legally

entitled to seek compensation against O.P no. 1 &

2, driver and owner only. He denies the suggestion

that in view of the facts and circumstances of the

case they are not legally entitled and authorized to

claim any sort of compensation from the O.P. no.

3, Insurance Company under any provision of

Motor vehicles Act now in force. He denies the

suggestion that the claim petition is liable to be

dismissed against O.P no. 3, Insurance Company,

since the incident is not a case of Motor Accident

but a case of kidnapping and murder.

The CW.2, Smt. Gulmoti Proja is the claimant

no.2 and she has testified in her evidence on affidavit

in a similar and identical manner as that of the

contents of his claim petition as well as CW.1 which

is narrated above, and as such, her evidence on

affidavit is not repeated here for sake of brevity. As

CW1, CW.2 has also exhibited the following

documents in course of hearing of the case.

(viii) Ext. 1, Ceftified copy of FIR of

Doomdooma P.S case no.49412014,

Ext. 2, Ceftified copy of Ejahar, of

Doomdooma P.S case no.49412014,

Ext. 3, Ceftified copy of Forwarding,

Ext. 4, Form : 54 dated 04.1t.2014,

Ext. 5, Certificate regarding monthly

(ix)

(x)

(xi)

(xii)
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income of the deceased issued by

the employer,

(xiii) Ext, 6, Ceftified copy of Sessions case

no. 71(T)15 dated 0610412015 to

20llsl20ts,

(xiv) Ext. 7, Postmortem report dated 30/10/2014.

t7.

18. CW.3, Smt. Monika Kerketa has stated in

her evidence in affidavit that on 02.10.20L4, she

alongwith her friend Sangita Proja @ Bironi Proja

went to see'Durga Puja' and at about 9:30/10 P.M

while they were returning from Doomdooma after

seeing 'Durga Puja' in a Magic vehicle bearing

registration no. AS-23-G/2531, they asked the

driver to stop the vehicle at Hansara, but the

driver instead of stopping the vehicle enhanced the

speed of the vehicle with intention to kidnap

them. The driver also tried to outrage their

modesty. Then they started shouting for help and

engaged in scuffle with the driver and the

handyman of the vehicle. In this process her friend

Sangita POa@ Bironi Proja fell down on the road

from the vehicle. Having noticed the incident public

gathered and stopped the vehicle but both the driver

and the handyman fled away. She immediately rushed

to her friend, her friend sustained severe injuries on

her person. She was immediately taken to

h.w--
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Doomdooma FRU for treatment and thereafter

referred to LGB Civil Hospital, Tlnsukia wherein she

succumbed to her injuries. CW.3 further deposed

that her friend Sangita Proja@ Bironi Proja was

working as Maid Servant in the house of one Sri

Shankar Khemka of Hansara and she earned Rs,

3350/- per month and thereby she extended

financial help to her parents. The accident took

place due to rash and negligent driving of the

driver of the vehicle as well as for his ill motive.

19. In cross-examination by O.P no. 3, the

CW.3 has stated that herself and her friend, Smt.

Sangeeta POa @ Bironi Proja were returning

home in a Magic vehicle after enjoying Durga Puja

at Doomdooma. They were supposed to get down

at Hansara. But the driver of the vehicle inspite of

their request did not stop the vehicle at Hansara,

but he moved the vehicle in high speed and tried

to outrage the modesty of Smt. Sangeeta Proja and

:' herself. They tried to save themselves and there

was scuffle with the driver and the handyman.

They shouted for help. In the process of scuffle

due to the wrong acts of the driver her friend,

Smt. Sangeeta Proja fell on the road. Later on, she

died due to the said incident. There was no

accident with any other vehicle and the vehicle

they were travelling. The driver and the handyman

ffiiii"t';iry*-,/ .sJr].
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are fully responsible for the death of her friend,

Smt. Sangeeta Proja. Whatever she has stated in her

affidavital evidence are true.

20. CW.4, Sri Babulal Proja though has filed his

evidence in affidavit, but did not turn up at the

time of cross-examination.

2t. After discussion of the

both sides now the Tribunal

on the issue wise -

above evidence of

decided its opinion

Issue no. (i) Whether the claim petition is

maintainable? Ld. Advocate for the Opp. pafi no.

3 during his argument as well as in written

statement claimed that the accused driver is

facing trial in the court of Additional Sessions

Judge in Sessions Case no. 71(T)/15. On the

day of incident the driver and the handyman

were molesting the girl and the girl was

threatened by the vehicle driver as a result the

victim girl died. Further submitted that the facts

and circumstances of the case no provision of

Motor vehicle Ad, 1988 covered for getting

compensation as claimed U/s. 166 MV Act against

the Opp. Party no. 3, Insurance Company. There is

no insurance coverage for such type of claim. In

this regard, ld. Advocate for the claimant

t!:
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submitted that though the victim and her friend

were travelling in a commercial vehicle to their

destination and it is the duty of the driver to

protect the passengers. In the mean time the

driver and the handyman with their bad intention

molested the deceased and one of her friend

escaped and for the ulterior motive of the driver

she fell down from the vehicle while the driver

was driving his vehicle in a rash and negligent

manner, i.e speed driving without stopping at their

destination. Though there is a Sessions case

pending against both the driver and the

handyman, but on the part of claim filed by

the claimant is tenable in the eye of law as the

deceased died due to rash and negligent driving

of the driver of the offending vehicle. During

i1..,,'1-" -l-r; evidence of CW.3 who saw being an eye witness

.;''driver on the day of incident. Due to his rash

and negligent driving of the driver deceased fell

down. Hence, I found this issue is decided

affirmative in favour of the claimant.

22. Issue No.2:- From the perusal of the

entire evidence on record, the deceased Sangita

eroia @ Bironi Proja died in a motor accident

which took place on 02.10,2014 and CW.3

confirmed her death. They were returning from

\\%w
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Doomdooma after seeing 'Durga Puja' in a Magic

vehicle bearing registration no. AS-23-G/253i, while

they asked the driver to stop the vehicle at

Hansara, but the driver instead of stopping the

vehicle enhanced the speed and ultimately, the

deceased died. From the P.M Report the age of

the deceased being 20 years old and Opp. Party

no. 1 while filing WS admitted the Opp.No. t,
driver of the offending vehicle which was not

denied. Opp. Pafi no. 2, Owner admitted that on

the relevant time Opp. No. 1 was the driver of

the vehicle at the time of accident.

23. Though during argument Ld. Advocate for

Opp. Party no. 3 claimed that this is not a case

of accident but Opp. Party no. 3 did not examine

the I/O regarding the Form no. 54. In the Form

no. 54 it is clearly stated that it is an accidental

case due to rash and negligent driving of the

driver. While cross-examining the CWs, Opp. Pafi
no. 3 did not find out any negative claim or any

fruitful result to damage the case of the

claimant. Hence, I found that this lssue is

decided in affirmative and in favour of the

claimant.

24. Issue no. 3:- Upon discussion of the above

issues no. 1 & 2, both the issues are decided in

affirmative and accident occurred due to rash and

f
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negligent driving of the driver of the vehicle

which was proved by CWs. In respect of monthly

income of deceased Rs. 3,350/- per month is

proved by Ext. 5 which is not disputed by the Opp.

Pafties. Hence it is decided that monthly income

being Rs.3,350/- per month.

25. As per the decision of the of Sarla Verma

(supra), the multiplier that has to be applied to find

out the loss of total dependenry is 18 as the age of

the deceased at the time of his death was held to be

20 years. The relevant portion of the decision of Sarla

Verma (supra) judgment reads as follows: "21. We

therefore hold that the multiplier to be used should be

as mentioned in column (4) of the Table above

(prepared by applying Susamma Thomas, Trilok

Chandra and Charlie), which starts with an operative

multiplier of 18 (for the age groups of 15 to 20 and 2l
to 25 years), reduced by one unit for every five years,

,' that is M-17 for 26 to 30 years, M-16 for 31 to 35

years, M- 22 L5 for 36 to 40 years, M-14 for 41 to 45

years, and M-13 for 46 to 50 years, then reduced by

two units for every five years, that is, M-11 for 51 to

55 years, M-9 for 56 to 60 years, M-7 for 61 to 65

years and M-5 for 66 to 70 years."
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In total the claimant is entitled to receive Rs. 9,83,100.00

(Rupees Nine Lakhs Eighty Three Thousand & One

I Hundred Only) as compensation.

ORDER

27. The claim petition is accordingly disposed of.

Since the offending vehicle was insured under the United

India Insurance Company Ltd, the O.P. No.3 is directed to

pay an amount of Rs. 9,83,10O.0O (Rupees Nine Lakhs

Eighty Three Thousand & One Hundred Only) to

the claimant through the Tribunal within two months,

L

1 Loss of income- (Rs. 3,350/-X 12 X 18) Rs. 7,23,600.00

2 Funeral expenses Rs. 16,500.00

3 Rs. 88,000.00

4 Expenses at the time of accident,

arrangement for medical treatment

Rs. 5,000.00

5 Mental agony Rs. 50,000.00

Future Prospects Rs. 1,00,000.00

Total

%rrY
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26. The claimant is entitled to get

compensation as per Motor Vehicle Act and

accordingly, the quantum of compensation to which

the claimant is entitled to, is assessed as under. -

Consoftium for parents (Rs. .14,000/-X 2)

6

Rs.9183,100.00
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failing which, the amount of compensation will carry

interest @ 12olo per annum from the date of filing of the

claim petition and till realisation.

Given under my hand and seal of this Tribunal

on this the 25th day of August,2022.

Dictated and corrected by me.
&

fw b-.-,,tr1 ,,t z".rl;\bl ,,,

(J.K Das)-.-.;
Addl. Metrrbei Ti,a#mACr

trnsukia
Add

llnsukia\.._-


